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STATEMENT ANSWER

LEVEL* 

OF 

TRUTH 

Consciousness contains all things yes million

Consciousness contains both creative and destructive frequencies
yes billion

There is no preference in Consciousness between creative and 

destructive frequencies at the higher levels
yes infinity

At a level of Truth below 1,000,000, creative and destructive 

frequencies in the same thing/body create dissonance
yes million

In Homo-Sapiens, the dissonance is always felt as emotional pain
yes million

The same is true for Homo-Spiritus no billion

A dream which is presented by destructive forces to a person 

who is Homo-Sapiens and with a positive Level of Consciousness 

would create emotional pain

yes million

The same dream presented by destructive forces to a person 

who is Homo-Spiritus and with positive energy would create 

emotional pain

no

A person who is Homo-Spiritus and with positive energy, would 

not easily be able to tell the difference between a dream 

presented by destructive forces and a dream presented by 

creative forces

yes infinity

Depending on the wording used, they could easily calibrate the 

Level of Consciousness of a being in the dream as 50,000 but not 

know whether it was +50,000 or -50,000

yes infinity

In order to be accurate, it is important to FIRST ask whether 

the Level of Consciousness is positive or negative
yes infinity
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In a set dreams presented to K.R. (Homo-Spiritus) there were 

two entities (late March, 2003)
yes 1000

To K.R. these entities talked about the nature of the world and 

how things should be
yes 1000

To K.R. the dreams were presented in what felt like awesome 

light and love
yes 1000

Based on what was presented and how it was presented, K.R. was 

convinced upon awakening that something must be done to stop 

the war on Iraq in the name of Love

yes 1000

K.R. estimated the levels of the entities in the dreams as being 

1000 and 50,000 respectively
yes 1000

K.R. assumed that these calibrations were +1000 & +50,000 yes 1000

The Level of Consciousness  of K.R. was 801 before the dreams yes 1000

The Level of Consciousness of K.R. was 701 after several nights 

of these dreams
yes 1000

The Level of Purpose  of K.R. was 901 before the dreams yes 1000

The Level of Purpose of K.R. immediately after the third night of 

dreams was 40
yes 1000

In some fashion, K.R. later asked whether the Level of 

Consciousness of the beings in the dreams was positive or 

negative

yes 1000

The Level of Consciousness of the beings was negative yes 1000

Once that was known, K.R. was allowed a second chance to choose 

between creative and destructive forces
yes 1000

K.R. chose the creative forces yes 1000

K.R's Level of Purpose returned to +901 almost immediately yes 1000

K.R's Level of Consciousness initially moved up to +701  yes 1000

K.R's Level of Consciousness moved up to +801 within a few days
yes 1000
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K.R's Level of Consciousness moved up to +11,999 within a few 

years
yes 12,000

The entity presented in the dream which K.R. calibrated at 1000, 

actually calibrated at -1000
yes infinity

The entity presented in the dream which K.R. calibrated at 

50,000 actually calibrated at  -50,000
yes 50,000

Both of these entities were aspects of K.R's dimension yes 50,000

They were programmed to appear as a way of allowing her to take 

one small step towards the dark side 
yes -50,000

It was a choice point yes -50,000

It was a temptation yes -50,000

Several others had the same dreams at the same time yes -50,000
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